RCRA AS A TOOL FOR ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
COMMUNITIES AND OTHERS TO COMPEL
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION

The spate of natural disasters in 2017 palpably illustrated how ill-prepared the United States is for climate change. And though all Americans have contributed to greenhouse gas emissions driving this phenomenon, they will not equitably share the effects of climate change–related disasters. Many communities — particularly low-income communities and communities of color — live in the shadow of chemical plants, oil refineries, and Superfund sites that likely leached toxic chemicals through these 2017 stormwaters.1 Despite warnings of potential hurricanes and greater storm surges in the Gulf of Mexico from climate change, these toxic sites and their surroundings were ill-prepared for the hurricane season.2 Hurricane Harvey was predicted to be “an unimaginable disaster”3 and considered “unprecedented”4 because of the massive scale of its devastation,5 but it was just one storm in a series of environmental tragedies that year. Just weeks later, Hurricane Maria

---


became the worst natural disaster on record in Puerto Rico, and residents of the Island experienced similarly contaminated water and leaks.\textsuperscript{6}

The destructive power of such storms is increasingly commonplace. Their disparate impact on low-income communities and communities of color is expected to continue in this age of climate change. Whether these specific storms were the result of global warming is debated, but the scientific consensus is that climate change is making tropical storms and other environmental disasters such as wildfires and flooding worse.\textsuperscript{7}

Global temperatures are also already increasing,\textsuperscript{8} leading glaciers to shrink,\textsuperscript{9} sea levels to rise,\textsuperscript{10} and shoreline erosion to accelerate.\textsuperscript{11} The human toll of these changes is difficult to overstate, and this toll is not and will not be shared equally.\textsuperscript{12} Like the hurricanes of the last several years, climate change will have the most severe effects on low-income people and communities of color, particularly those that have been called “environmental justice communities” in the academic literature, because they bear disproportionate environmental risks and burdens.\textsuperscript{13} The overlap between these predictable, though devastating, effects of climate change and the disparate siting of toxic facilities signals the need for adaptation to and preparation for the changing climate.

Environmental law has insufficiently supported the push for adaptation. High-profile lawsuits have focused almost exclusively on climate


\textsuperscript{7} See, e.g., Thomas R. Knutson et al., Tropical Cyclones and Climate Change, 3 Nature: Geoscience 157, 160 (2010); Friedman & Schwartz, supra note 4. One study shows that large majorities of Americans believe that climate change has made extreme weather events worse. Anthony Leiserowitz et al., Yale Project on Climate Change Comm'n, Extreme Weather, Climate & Preparedness in the American Mind 3 (2012), http://environment.yale.edu/climate-communication/files/Extreme-Weather-Climate-Preparedness.pdf [https://perma.cc/Q3WJ-6KTZ]. But see John Schwartz, The Relationship Between Hurricanes and Climate Change, N.Y. Times (Aug. 25, 2017), https://nyti.ms/2w4J1qZ [https://perma.cc/3PL7-VSVU] (suggesting that scientists still believe there are too many variables to directly link number of hurricanes to climate change).


\textsuperscript{9} Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability 988 (Christopher B. Field et al. eds., 2014).

\textsuperscript{10} Id. at 991.

\textsuperscript{11} Id.

\textsuperscript{12} Id. at 996–1001.

\textsuperscript{13} The term “environmental justice communities” is a term of art within environmental law. For example, a 1994 Executive Order issued by President Clinton included the phrase “environmental justice,” see Exec. Order No. 12,898, 3 C.FR. 859 (1995), reprinted as amended in 42 U.S.C. § 4321 (2012), and legal scholarship has embraced the term for low-income communities and communities of color that face greater environmental risks, see, e.g., Christopher D. Ahlers, Race, Ethnicity, and Air Pollution: New Directions in Environmental Justice, 46 Env’tl. L. 713, 715 (2016); Tseming Yang, Melding Civil Rights and Environmentalism: Finding Environmental Justice’s Place in Environmental Regulation, 26 Harv. Envtl. L. Rev. 1, 31 (2002).
change mitigation. But debates about preparation are arguably as important as the political controversies over the prevention of climate change because regardless of actions taken now to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, climate change and its effects will continue in the next several centuries. Some states have taken up the challenge, creating adaptation plans based on climate science. These steps forward, however, provide only a patchwork of protections and often fail to consider existing risks. Although the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) previously endorsed climate change adaptation, it has done little to require hazardous facilities or other regulated entities to prepare for climate change effects. President Obama had issued an executive order with the stated goal to “prepare the [United States] for the impacts of climate change,” but President Trump revoked the order soon after entering office. Indeed, under the Trump Administration, the EPA has positioned itself as an opponent of climate science.

---


15 See Thomas Lukas Frölich et al., Continued Global Warming After CO2 Emissions Stoppage, 4 NATURE: CLIMATE CHANGE 40, 40 (2014).


17 See, e.g., Vicki Arroyo et al., State Innovation on Climate Change: Reducing Emissions from Key Sectors While Preparing for a “New Normal,” 10 HARV. L. & POL’Y REV. 385, 420 (2016) (“[E]ven those leading states are at early stages of implementation and their efforts . . . pale in comparison to what is needed given the changes that lie ahead.”).


22 For example, the Trump Administration has removed documents that discuss climate change from government websites. See Lisa Friedman, EPA Scrubs a Climate Website of “Climate Change,” N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 20, 2017), https://nyti.ms/1zo6miO [https://perma.cc/WSK8-6ZGB].
One potential starting point to push for greater climate change adaptation in an era of government inaction is the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act23 (RCRA). The statute’s unique citizen-suit provision allows claims against facilities storing toxic substances in ways that create an “imminent and substantial endangerment to health or the environment.”24 The growing documentation of climate change effects suggests that this imminence requirement is met in numerous facilities across the country already.25 Individuals and groups bringing suit under RCRA could use this provision of the law to compel facilities housing toxic substances to consider climate change impacts in their planning for the storage, handling, transportation, and disposal of such substances. While the jurisprudence on RCRA has yet to catch up with the reality of climate change, our rapidly warming world will soon require that courts acknowledge both the imminent threat that climate change poses and the need to force adaptation.

Using RCRA as a means to compel climate change adaptation also presents an opportunity to protect the communities most vulnerable to the effects of climate disasters. Because many of these communities live near toxic waste facilities, the risks from flooding, storm surges, and other natural disasters related to global warming are heightened. Though the law’s applications in this context are unproven, RCRA offers a possible legal tool for environmental justice communities to protect themselves from some of the worst effects of climate change.

This Note proceeds in four Parts. Part I explains briefly the history of the movement for climate change adaptation and the particular challenges — both legal and political — facing this push to protect vulnerable communities. Part II discusses how RCRA provides a means toward compelling facilities housing toxic waste to plan for climate change effects, and then considers how this legal tool would help abate the ongoing injustice of disparate climate change burdens. Part III explains how RCRA’s unique citizen-suit provisions could allow lawsuits that guard communities against the known repercussions of both sea level rise and frequent flooding. The Note concludes with Part IV, which explores the benefits of using RCRA for such cases, including providing a means for environmental justice communities to protect themselves, and the likely practical challenges of such suits.

24 Id. § 6972(a)(1)(B).
I. CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION

Mitigation efforts are no longer enough to stop climate change.26 Because carbon dioxide remains in the atmosphere for centuries, even a complete cessation of emissions now will not reduce the climate change resulting from emissions from the early twentieth century.27 The Third U.S. National Climate Assessment forecasts that in the next century the United States will experience rising temperatures, more intense hurricanes, increasing ocean acidification, more significant heatwaves, and greater flooding.28 And recent evidence suggests that the world is unlikely to escape at least a 1.5-degree increase in global mean surface temperature as compared to the mean temperatures of just two hundred years ago.29

The spate of tropical storms and severe weather in the United States provides visceral proof of the need for climate change adaptation. Hurricane Harvey’s intensity, for example, was considered attributable at least in part to increasing global temperatures.30 The resulting flooding overwhelmed homes and numerous industrial facilities, including the nearby Arkema chemical plant that housed volatile chemicals.31 The flooding led to the destabilization of these chemicals such that they eventually ignited.32 Similarly, as climate change continues, scientists predict deteriorating conditions could leave many communities and states more vulnerable to devastating wildfires like those experienced in California in 2017.33 And those wildfires went far beyond simply destroying property: the fires increased the air pollution throughout the

26 See, e.g., W. Neil Adger et al., Social-Ecological Resilience to Coastal Disasters, 309 SCIENCE 1036, 1039 (2005); Rasmus Heltberg et al., Addressing Human Vulnerability to Climate Change: Toward a “No-Regrets” Approach, 19 GLOBAL ENVTL. CHANGE 89, 89 (2009) (“Adaptation — adjusting to address ongoing and future climate changes — is increasingly recognized as an urgent and necessary complement to greenhouse gas emissions reductions.” (footnote omitted)).
27 INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, CLIMATE CHANGE 2007: SYNTHESIS REPORT 14 (2007) (“[A]dditional adaptation measures will be required to reduce the adverse impacts of projected climate change and variability, regardless of the scale of mitigation undertaken over the next two to three decades.”).
28 U.S. GLOB. CHANGE RESEARCH PROGRAM, CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN THE UNITED STATES 11 (Jerry M. Melillo et al. eds., 2014).
29 INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, CLIMATE CHANGE 2013: THE PHYSICAL SCIENCE BASIS 20 (Thomas F. Stocker et al. eds., 2013).
32 Id.
state, including pollution from toxic substances such as metals, pesticides and herbicides, and asbestos. 34

As the health and environmental hazards of climate change manifest, adaptation “may have immediate benefits for social-ecological systems by decreasing vulnerability to future changes.” 35 Fortunately, some steps toward adaptation have occurred in the last decade. 36 Fifteen states have statewide climate adaptation plans in place. 37 Several more are in the process of crafting such plans or have regional and agency-specific plans. 38 In 2009, President Obama established the Interagency Climate Change Adaptation Task Force specifically to provide federal agencies support in preparing for climate change. 39 In October 2010, the Task Force released a Progress Report that provided adaptation principles, including prioritizing vulnerable populations, focusing on ecosystems, and using risk-management strategies. 40 The Defense Department has even continued adaptation work under the Trump Administration. 41 Even some politicians openly opposed to acknowledging climate change have taken to quietly investing in preparation efforts. 42 As positive a sign as these changes are, they have not moved the United States far enough toward true adaptation. Most states, including almost all the Gulf Coast states most vulnerable to tropical storms, still lack statewide climate change adaptation plans. 43

The disparate impact of climate change provides a moral imperative to expand on these adaptation efforts. As the Obama Administration Task Force noted, climate change will not affect populations and places

36 See Peel & Osofsky, supra note 14, at 2188–92.
38 Id.
40 See WHITE HOUSE COUNCIL ON ENVTL. QUALITY, PROGRESS REPORT OF THE INTERAGENCY CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION TASK FORCE 10 (2010).
42 See Robert R.M. Verchick, Culture, Cognition, and Climate, 2016 U. ILL. L. REV. 969, 1007–08 (describing, among other examples, former Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal’s promotion of a coastal restoration plan that would help the state adapt to climate change).
43 See State and Local Adaptation Plans, supra note 37 (showing that as of April 2018, Florida was the only Gulf Coast state with a statewide climate adaptation plan).
equally: “[S]horeline communities, socially or economically disadvantaged populations, as well as sensitive ecosystems such as coral reefs, wetlands, and Arctic habitats, are generally more vulnerable to climate impacts.” As previously outlined, environmental justice communities have already faced the grim reality of climate change through the intense hurricanes and flooding of toxic facilities near their homes. Preventing further disparate and devastating impacts of climate change on these vulnerable populations should spur greater action on adaptation.

As one environmental advocate expressed during the Obama Administration, “the policy world’s fixation on achieving, or blocking, federal greenhouse gas emission legislation as part of our national strategy for climate change mitigation” has left little attention for necessary adaptation. The bigger issue today, however, is how to continue these steps toward climate change adaptation with an executive branch hostile to climate science and a Congress that has failed to provide climate change legislation. One alternative path goes through the third branch of government. The way forward with the judiciary is not obvious: courts have seen at most only a handful of cases seeking to compel climate change adaptation and few causes of action would seem to provide compelled adaptation as a source of relief. But RCRA offers a way to begin that work.

II. CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION LITIGATION UNDER RCRA

RCRA at first may seem like an odd fit for pursuing claims related to climate change. However, using the traditional environmental law statutes for modern problems is increasingly common despite the frequent challenges of statutory fit. See Freeman & Spence, supra note 47, 2018. 2415
change nor concerns itself with carbon dioxide as a source of environmental pollution. But the preventative focus of the law includes requirements of facilities to guard against substantial risk to public health and the environment. In fact, environmental groups have used RCRA to bring actions against waste facilities after stormwater discharges of the kind that might occur due to climate change effects. Courts have even hinted at a willingness to extend their constructions of RCRA to force more stringent protection against chemical releases. Most importantly, RCRA provides a citizen-suit provision that lends itself well to adaptation-forcing lawsuits against facilities housing toxic materials.

A RCRA lawsuit would seek to compel facilities housing solid waste or toxic materials to include climate change impacts in their prevention plans, which ultimately could lead to more stringent measures protecting against possible spills or chemical releases into surrounding communities. As the extreme weather events of the last decade have shown, lack of adaptive planning in facilities housing such waste can substantially harm local populations. RCRA provides a means to address this problem. This Part considers a construction of RCRA’s unique citizen-suit provision that could provide a basis for climate adaptation litigation and the benefits of using RCRA’s citizen-suit provision in this relatively novel way, particularly for environmental justice communities.

A. RCRA’s Expansive Citizen-Suit Provision: Section 7002

In 1976, President Ford signed RCRA, which provided a qualified ban on the dumping of hazardous or solid waste. Lawmakers intended to “eliminate[] the last remaining loophole in environmental law, that of unregulated land disposal of discarded material and hazardous


52 See, e.g., Little Hocking Water Ass’n, Inc. v. E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., 91 F. Supp. 3d 940, 965 (S.D. Ohio 2015) (accepting the claim that aerial emissions contaminating soil and groundwater are “disposal” within the meaning of RCRA).


 wastes. This newly created legal regime had a dual focus. First, 
RCRA required careful planning for the treatment, transportation, storage, 
and disposal of hazardous wastes so that regulation could stretch 
“from cradle to grave.” Courts later construing the statute understood 
RCRA to mandate that the EPA “err on the side of caution.” Second, 
the law set baseline requirements for the management of non-hazardous 
solid waste including minimum criteria for the location and design of 
municipal and industrial waste facilities. The law created numerous 
requirements for facilities housing toxic chemicals, including mandatory 
reporting and permitting, monitoring, inspection, and submission of prevention plans.

Amendments in 1984 provided an expanded citizen-suit provision, 
which allows individuals to bring suit for endangerments to the environment or health. RCRA is the only environmental statute that provides such a broad citizen-suit provision. The relevant provision, section 7002, provides a private right of action against a person “who has contributed or who is contributing to the past or present handling, storage, treatment, transportation, or disposal of any solid or hazardous waste which may present an imminent and substantial endangerment to health or the environment.” Based on the language of the statute, an imminent-hazard claim under RCRA’s citizen-suit provision has three core elements: First, conditions at the site in question must present an imminent and substantial endangerment. Second, that endangerment must result from the past or current management, storage, treatment, transport, or disposal of hazardous or solid waste. And third, the defendant must have contributed to or be contributing to such management, storage, treatment, transport, or disposal.

56 The Supreme Court phrased this dual focus slightly differently than this Note, asserting that 
RCRA has the “twin goals of encouraging resource recovery and protecting against contamination.” 
57 Id. at 331.
60 E.g., 42 U.S.C. § 6922(b)(1) (requiring generators of hazardous waste to certify on hazardous 
waste manifests that they are taking steps to reduce the generation of those wastes, as established 
by amendments to RCRA in 1984).
64 For an example of a court applying this statutory framework, see PMC, Inc. v. Sherwin-Williams Co., 151 F.3d 610, 618 (7th Cir. 1998).
B. The Untapped Potential of Section 7002’s Citizen-Suit Provision

The relatively straightforward language of section 7002 conceals its promise as a tool for forcing adaptation throughout the United States. A private plaintiff need not “show that the defendant’s actions violated any specific RCRA requirement or any RCRA-mandated order or permit.”65 Once liability is established, courts with jurisdiction over a section 7002 RCRA suit have the power to grant injunctive relief.66 Because RCRA requires covered facilities to be “designed, constructed, maintained, and operated to minimize the possibility of” certain emergencies,67 the statute seems to provide a way to compel prevention planning with a focus on the likely risks of climate change resulting from hazardous wastes.

The first apparent application of section 7002 to force adaptation in response to predicted climate change effects arose in 2016. That year, the Conservation Law Foundation (CLF) filed a lawsuit against ExxonMobil that included a RCRA endangerment claim.68 The complaint alleged that an ExxonMobil storage terminal posed an imminent and substantial endangerment “[b]ecause ExxonMobil ha[d] not taken climate change impacts into account in its” various RCRA-mandated prevention plans.69 This alleged failure to implement stringent protective measures based on consideration of likely sea-level rise and storm events left members of the community “directly in harm’s way.”70 CLF argued that the “location, elevation, and lack of preventative infrastructure” left the facility susceptible to future “sea level rise, increased precipitation, [and] increased magnitude and frequency of storm events[] and . . . surges.”71 Without stronger measures, CLF asserted, the plans contravened the purpose of RCRA’s requirements.

In a three-page order, the district court dashed hopes that the RCRA claims would go further. While allowing CLF to proceed with its Clean Water Act72 (CWA) claims, Judge Wolf concluded that CLF lacked standing to bring the RCRA claims.73 He concluded that the “alleged injuries . . . are unlikely to occur until after the [p]ermit has expired or,
if the permit remains in effect indefinitely, in the near future.\footnote{Id. at 2.} The alleged injuries related to sea-level rise and "increases in the severity and frequency of storms and flooding" were not "imminent"\footnote{Judge Wolf’s interpretation suggests that his analysis of "imminence" was focused on whether CLF had standing to bring the suit. Id. This Note places the standing considerations to the side to discuss the requirement of an "imminent" endangerment under RCRA, assuming, as courts have typically found, that an imminent endangerment under the meaning of RCRA will also allow plaintiffs to meet the imminence requirement for standing. See infra section II.B.1, pp. 2419–21.} because they were predicted to occur "in the far future, such as in 2050 or 2100."\footnote{Conservation Law Found., Inc., No. 16-11950, slip op. at 2 (citing Complaint, supra note 68, ¶ 93(b), (e)–(g), (i)–(l)). Judge Wolf also noted that claims related to potential injuries "are not ripe for decision because, among other reasons, the [EPA] may require changes to the Permit that will prevent the harms from occurring." Id.}

Judge Wolf’s decision should not deter future litigants that seek climate adaptation from pursuing claims under section 7002. Certainly, courts will not find the requirements of section 7002 met "where the risk of harm is remote in time, completely speculative in nature, or de minimis in degree."\footnote{E.g., W.R. Grace & Co. v. EPA, 261 F.3d 330, 339–40 (3d Cir. 2001) (quoting H.R. REP. NO. 93-1185 (1974), reprinted in 1974 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6554, 6488).} But courts also read the statutory language expansively, finding that it is "intended to confer upon the courts the authority to grant affirmative equitable relief to the extent necessary to eliminate any risk posed by toxic wastes."\footnote{Dague v. City of Burlington, 935 F.2d 1343, 1355 (2d Cir. 1991) (quoting United States v. Prince, 688 F.2d 204, 213 (3d Cir. 1982) (emphasis added)), rev’d in part on other grounds, 505 U.S. 557 (1992).} As the discussion below demonstrates, careful parsing of the statutory language in conjunction with long-standing interpretations of section 7002 should provide the necessary basis for bringing climate change adaptation suits against facilities storing hazardous waste.

1. Interpreting “Imminent.” — Perhaps the greatest barrier to those pursuing climate change adaptation claims under section 7002 is showing that there is an "imminent" endangerment from the effects of global warming on the facility in question. But judicial understandings of imminence in the standing context demonstrate that courts should construe "imminent" within the context of section 7002 broadly. It is a familiar requirement for standing that a plaintiff show "a concrete and particularized injury that is either actual or imminent."\footnote{Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 517 (2007) (citing Lujan v. Defs. of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560–61 (1992)).} In \textit{Massachusetts v. EPA},\footnote{549 U.S. 497.} for example, the Court recognized "imminent" harm even where many of the harms considered were well into the future.\footnote{Id. at 521–23.} The Court discussed the predicted “precipitate rise in sea levels by the end of the

\footnote{Id. at 2.}

\footnote{Judge Wolf’s interpretation suggests that his analysis of “imminence” was focused on whether CLF had standing to bring the suit. Id. This Note places the standing considerations to the side to discuss the requirement of an “imminent” endangerment under RCRA, assuming, as courts have typically found, that an imminent endangerment under the meaning of RCRA will also allow plaintiffs to meet the imminence requirement for standing. See infra section II.B.1, pp. 2419–21.}


\footnote{549 U.S. 497.}

\footnote{Id. at 521–23.}
century, ‘severe and irreversible changes to natural ecosystems’; a ‘significant reduction in winter storage in winter snowpack’... and an increase in the spread of disease’ as cognizable harms to Massachusetts.82 In the context of flooding risks and increased storm severity caused by climate change, the Court’s analysis has particular force because it concluded that the threats to Massachusetts’s coastal lands were sufficiently “imminent” despite the century of gradual changes to the coastline predicted.83 Most recently, the Supreme Court reaffirmed “that the risk of real harm” may suffice to establish standing.84 Given courts’ general approach of accepting plaintiffs’ allegations as true in analyzing imminence in standing contexts, the expansive reading of “imminence” the Supreme Court has provided in such instances signals that risks of climate change — including emissions of toxic chemicals from climate change–induced flooding — are indeed imminent.

In fact, the standing test for imminence would seem more stringent than RCRA’s imminence requirement. Section 7002 provides that a lawsuit is permissible when “handling, storage, treatment, transportation, or disposal of any solid or hazardous waste... may present an imminent and substantial endangerment.”85 The inclusion of the word “may” provides a flexibility missing from general constructions of standing doctrine.86 While courts applying standing doctrine have struggled with “probabilistic injury,”87 judges have clearly stated the RCRA imminence requirement speaks to “probabilistic harms.”88 Proof of actual harm is unnecessary, as the “reasonable prospect of future harm is adequate.”89 As discussed above, given that the Supreme Court has allowed an arguably probabilistic injury to qualify as imminent in the standing context,90 it stands to reason that the same chain of events read under the less rigid standard of section 7002 would easily be “imminent.”

Within the context of RCRA section 7002 specifically, courts have generally embraced similarly broad constructions of the term “imminent.” Courts have clarified that a harm can manifest itself years in the future and need not be immediate as long as the threat of that harm is

82 Id. at 521 (citations omitted) (quoting testimony from a climate scientist).
83 Id. at 521–23.
86 Cf. Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 563 F.3d 466, 478 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (“Petitioners can only aver that any significant adverse effects of climate change ‘may’ occur at some point in the future. This does not amount to the actual, imminent, or ‘certainly impending’ injury required to establish standing.”).
88 Me. People’s All. v. Mallinckrodt, Inc., 471 F.3d 277, 283–84 (1st Cir. 2006).
89 Id. at 296; see also Parker v. Scrap Metal Processors, Inc., 386 F.3d 993, 1015 (11th Cir. 2004).
imminent.\textsuperscript{91} The Senate Report for the 1984 RCRA amendments that created section 7002 citizen suits specifically noted that courts should construe the imminence requirement liberally and find an endangerment “imminent” when there is “a threat to human health or the environment, even if it may not eventuate or be fully manifest for a period of many years.”\textsuperscript{92} While the vast majority of the prominent RCRA section 7002 lawsuits were brought when failures of handling or storage had already occurred,\textsuperscript{93} an endangerment risk from a solid or hazardous waste facility already exists even if the event triggering such a storage or handling failure has yet to occur. With growing certainty about the effects of climate change (including increasingly concrete predictions about sea level rise), plaintiffs and courts alike can be certain that the effects of climate change will eventually reach toxic chemicals stored in coastal areas or in wildfire-prone regions if adaptive measures are not taken.

The fact that this link in the chain to the ultimately detrimental effects to human health and the environment is a step before the immediate leaking of chemicals should not stop courts from finding imminence: courts have recognized that an imminent danger may exist “at any point in a chain of events which may ultimately result in harm to the public.”\textsuperscript{94}

2. Interpreting “Substantial Endangerment.” — Judge Wolf’s dismissal of the section 7002 claim seeking climate change adaptation is not the final word on the viability of such claims for a further reason: his opinion did not address whether a “substantial endangerment” existed. This crucial second portion of the statutory language provides that a plaintiff may bring suit when an entity regulated under RCRA has acted or is failing to act in a way that endangers the public or environment. As discussed above, the endangerment need not be fully realized. The D.C. Circuit in Ethyl Corp. \textit{v.} EPA\textsuperscript{95} explained that the Clean Air Act’s\textsuperscript{96} (CAA) similar language was intended to emphasize prevention: “A statute allowing for regulation in the face of danger is, necessarily, a precautionary statute. Regulatory action may be taken before

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{91} See, e.g., Christie-Spencer Corp. \textit{v.} Hausman Realty Co., 118 F. Supp. 2d 408, 419 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) (finding that “imminency” under RCRA does not mean “immediately”).
\item \textsuperscript{93} See, e.g., Price \textit{v.} U.S. Navy, 39 F.3d 1011, 1019–20 (9th Cir. 1994) (affirming that despite the presence of lead, there was no present imminent or substantial endangerment to health or the environment because “a concrete barrier block[ed] the only pathway to . . . contamination,” \textit{id.} at 1020 (quoting Price v. U.S. Navy, 818 F. Supp. 1323, 1325 (S.D. Cal. 1992))).
\item \textsuperscript{95} 541 F.2d 1 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (en banc).
\item \textsuperscript{96} 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401–7671q (2012).
\end{itemize}
the threatened harm occurs; indeed, the very existence of such precautionary legislation would seem to demand that regulatory action precede, and, optimally, prevent, the perceived threat. 97

The identical use of “endangerment” in the citizen-suit provision signals that Ethyl Corp.’s “precautionary principle” applies to the RCRA statutory language as well. 98 Indeed, the argument for finding an endangerment due to a solid or hazardous waste facility’s nonconsideration of climate change is even greater under RCRA because, unlike the language of the CAA, section 7002 allows a citizen suit when “handling, storage, . . . or disposal” merely “may present” a substantial endangerment. 99 This standard will likely be met due to the fact that the eventual leaking of chemicals (or the release of toxic chemicals into surrounding communities) can, in many cases, be predicted from the existence of solid or hazardous waste.

The EPA’s Endangerment Finding for greenhouse gases would further support finding a “substantial endangerment” in relation to facilities that have not planned for climate change. The 2009 Endangerment Finding notes that climate change as a whole “is reasonably anticipated both to endanger public health and to endanger welfare.” 100 Included in the evidence of the danger posed by climate change is that climate change “may alter extreme weather events” 101 and harm public health “by an increase in the severity of coastal storm events due to rising sea levels.” 102 Indeed, the Endangerment Finding indicates that one of the most important reasons for recognizing greenhouse gases as a danger to public health is the “increased risk of storm surge and flooding in coastal areas from sea level rise and more intense storms.” 103

More valuable to showing that a substantial endangerment exists from such facilities is the recent history of storms inundating solid and hazardous waste facilities. The toxic chemical releases caused by Hurricane Harvey are only one example in a long line of storms overwhelming or putting at risk such facilities. 104 Particularly for environmental justice communities in coastal regions, the effects of the 2017 hurricane season provide ample support for the conclusion that, while

97 Ethyl Corp., 541 F.2d at 13 (interpreting the term “endanger” in section 211(c)(1)(A) of the CAA, 42 U.S.C. § 7545(c)(1)(A)).
101 Id. at 66,497.
102 Id. at 66,498.
103 Id.
104 See supra notes 30–34 and accompanying text.
precise prediction of when a flood or major storm event will occur is challenging, climate change has created dangers that could “occur immediately.”

Finally, section 7002’s demand for an “imminent and substantial endangerment,” when read as a whole, might also permit a “sliding scale” approach to suits involving probable climate change effects. In Ethyl Corp., the D.C. Circuit indicated that the statutory language of “endangerment” should be read flexibly: “[T]he public health may properly be found endangered both by a lesser risk of a greater harm and by a greater risk of a lesser harm.” The expected harm of flood- or storm-caused releases of waste could be great enough to justify some lack of specificity in determining the exact risk.

3. A Purposive Reading of RCRA Section 7002. — Reading section 7002 in light of the statutory purpose further supports permitting suits for climate change adaptation. Waiting until the point that toxic substances are already leaching into the environment would undermine the statute’s goal of prevention. While the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) addresses the remediation and cleanup of areas already contaminated with waste and toxic substances termed “Superfund” sites, RCRA seeks to prevent the creation of such areas in the first place. The citizen-suit provisions of the law underscore this preventative focus. The goal of citizen suits is providing relief to “ameliorate[] present or obviate[] the risk of future ‘imminent harms.’” Because of this prevention focus, RCRA lawsuits would seem to have the power to require facilities to adopt stricter policies that guard against chemical releases before natural disasters strike.

IV. THE BENEFITS AND CONCERNS OF Employing SECTION 7002 TO FORCE CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION

Lawsuits under section 7002 to compel facilities to provide climate change adaptation are clearly only a small step in the broader adaptation movement. Litigation is unlikely to force the widespread preparation measures necessary to truly protect the United States and its people from the worst effects of global warming. But pursuing such lawsuits is important to both reinforce the importance of climate change adapta-

106 Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 11 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (en banc).
108 See, e.g., Parker v. Scrap Metal Processors, Inc., 386 F.3d 993, 1015 (11th Cir. 2004) (“The operative word in the statute is the word ‘may.’ Accordingly, the plaintiffs need only demonstrate that the waste disposed of ‘may present’ an imminent and substantial threat.”).
109 Meghrig, 516 U.S. at 486.
tion and empower the most vulnerable communities to protect themselves against some of the more severe global warming impacts. This Part explores the benefits of pursuing section 7002 lawsuits on a theory of climate change adaptation and the challenges facing potential plaintiffs should they bring such claims.

A. Setting Up the Adaptation Dominoes

Local efforts to force facilities to implement stringent RCRA prevention plans could create a domino effect that eventually forces federal action on climate change resilience planning.110 The optimistic view that coalitions between environmentalists and industry would produce climate change regulation111 seems a distant memory during the Trump Administration. But creating local changes to prevention plans may spur industry interest in having a clear EPA statement on the requirements for such climate change–conscious prevention plans.112 California’s threats of placing more stringent requirements on greenhouse gas emissions in the years before the 2009 Endangerment Finding, for example, led car manufacturers to seek and even embrace federal emissions standards.113 Lawsuits compelling facilities to include climate change adaptation in their plans might create a similar drive toward uniformity from the federal government vis-à-vis regulated industries.

Litigation under section 7002 also could serve an important messaging function to compel more widespread climate adaptation measures. CLF’s lawsuit, for example, garnered attention in the press that underscored the risks of climate change.114 Public attention to climate change adaptation efforts offers the chance for environmental groups and plaintiffs to craft a narrative about the importance of adaptation without attempting to break through the cacophony of the political sphere. And the value of the messages is not just for the voting public. Industries facing such litigation risks may also implement climate change adaptation preemptively to avoid court expenses.115

---

110 See Kirsten H. Engel & Scott R. Saleska, Subglobal Regulation of the Global Commons: The Case of Climate Change, 32 ECOLOGY L.Q. 183, 224 (2005) (noting how state action on air regulation prompted “preemptive federal regulation to eliminate a growing prospect of inconsistent regulation by individual states”).


115 Cf. Peel & Osofsky, supra note 14, at 2210–11 (concluding that litigation against municipalities may pressure them to adapt preemptively).
B. Providing a Means for Environmental Justice Communities to Protect Themselves

Climate change adaptation suits under section 7002 are particularly important for communities of color and low-income communities. The environmental justice movement has long concerned itself with redressing the disproportionate environmental burdens that such communities experience. To this day, studies continue to show that environmental harms disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of color. For example, hazardous waste facilities are concentrated in areas with significant minority populations. RCRA could prove a more attractive option for environmental justice advocates than Civil Rights Act suits, which require a showing of intentional discrimination, particularly given courts’ reticence to give effect to those more traditional environmental justice and civil rights tools.

Much of the environmental justice work of the last several decades has focused on addressing the existing harms of environmental racism. For example, the NAACP Environmental and Climate Justice Program seeks to address the disproportionate impact that climate change has on communities of color and low-income communities. The environmental justice movement has long concerned itself with redressing the disproportionate environmental burdens that such communities experience. To this day, studies continue to show that environmental harms disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of color. For example, hazardous waste facilities are concentrated in areas with significant minority populations.

120 See, e.g., Kyle W. LaLonde, Who Wants to Be an Environmental Justice Advocate?: Options for Bringing an Environmental Justice Complaint in the Wake of Alexander v. Sandoval, 31 B.C. ENVTL. AFF. L. REV. 27, 34–50 (2004) (noting the challenge of bringing civil rights suits for environmental justice groups after Sandoval); Tseming Yang, The Form and Substance of Environmental Justice: The Challenge of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 for Environmental Regulation, 29 B.C. ENVTL. AFF. L. REV. 143, 155–58 (2002) (“[S]imple application of traditional civil rights tools, such as equal protection claims, have met with very limited success when raised in environmental discrimination suits.” Id. at 155); see also S. Camden Citizens in Action v. N.J. Dep’t of Envtl. Prot., 274 F.3d 771, 790 (3d Cir. 2001) (holding that EPA regulations under Title VI do not create a privately enforceable right).
low-income communities and communities of color. But notwithstanding President Clinton’s 1994 Executive Order on environmental justice requiring federal agencies to “identify[] and address[] as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of [their] programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations,” the federal government has not made major strides in preventing disparate impact of environmental harms. In instances in which cleanup of hazardous sites impacted by hurricanes and other environmental disasters likely related to global warming does occur, the EPA typically provides slower and less effective cleanup in areas in environmental justice communities. Some studies of the CAA, the CWA, and RCRA indicate that the EPA conducts less compliance monitoring of and imposes fewer sanctions on regulated facilities when they are located in environmental justice communities. The federal government’s actions in the wake of major natural disasters similarly do not inspire confidence about even climate change–reactionary policies. Officials have reportedly declined to visit toxic waste cleanup sites — officially known as “Superfund” sites — and largely ignored concerns of environmental justice communities who live near those sites.

In the face of this federal inaction, environmentalists have considered how state and local actors could lead preparation efforts for climate change. Speculation about local leadership has more recently become

---

121 See Environmental & Climate Justice, NAACP, http://www.naacp.org/issues/environmental-justice/ [https://perma.cc/6RB5-8ZL7].
127 For example, in the early days after Hurricane Harvey, when leaks from facilities housing toxic materials would have been most apparent, EPA officials were reported to have not visited the affected Superfund sites. See Jason Dearen & Michael Biesecker, AP Exclusive: Toxic Waste Sites Flooded in Houston Area, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Sept. 3, 2017), https://apnews.com/277769d13b954b0ac76aaded81a5122 [https://perma.cc/3PE2-qQdD].
a concrete call to action. And past grassroots efforts of environmental justice communities have created networks dedicated to challenging the harmful effects of disproportionate environmental risks. New lawsuits focused on addressing climate change effects among such communities may inspire new coalitions against climate change to develop.

Most importantly, environmental justice communities are those most likely to be impacted by facilities governed under RCRA. The disproportionate siting of solid and hazardous waste facilities in these low-income communities and communities of color means that RCRA climate adaptation litigation will also disproportionately involve environmental justice groups. Foundational studies have shown that communities of color face a disproportionate risk from toxic waste, and the environmental justice movement’s original focus was on the issues central to RCRA, such as “leaking toxic waste dumps, dangerous incinerators,” and siting of dangerous facilities. These are among the most vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. For example, Hurricane Katrina caused severe flooding throughout New Orleans, but those areas that were most vulnerable and hardest hit were overwhelmingly black. Superfund sites and landfills were overwhelmed with water, which was especially egregious given that New Orleans had encouraged black homebuyers to purchase property in an area near such a site. Providing a litigation tool to these groups could help address the moral imperative of climate change adaptation.

130 See generally COLE & FOSTER, supra note 117.
131 A potential counterargument to this proposal is that white and affluent communities could also use such RCRA suits and thereby raise the cost of siting toxic facilities in their neighborhoods. Widespread use under this theory could actually exacerbate environmental racism by providing a further reason for companies to prefer siting facilities in poor and minority communities. Cf. Gauna, supra note 125, at 32 n.108 (1995) (discussing a California Waste Management Board report that recommended avoiding wealthier communities when placing waste sites because those communities could better “effectuate their opposition” than lower-income communities). But this concern is misplaced because RCRA operates against already sited facilities, which, as discussed previously, are disproportionately located in environmental justice communities.
132 See, e.g., sources cited supra note 118.
133 Cole, supra note 118, at 636–37.
134 See Joseph B. Treaster & N.R. Kleinfield, New Orleans Is Now Off Limits; Pentagon Joins in Relief Effort, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 31, 2005), http://nyti.ms/20Mr7Bf (“Offering up howling winds of as much as 145 miles an hour, the hurricane hit land in eastern Louisiana . . . as one of the strongest to strike the United States.”).
C. Limits to RCRA as a Means to Force Climate Change Adaptation

Of course, section 7002 suits have their limitations. The statute contains both “integration” and “anti-duplication” provisions to avoid superseding the conflicting requirements of other environmental statutes, such as the CWA. The majority of courts have limited RCRA’s anti-duplication provision to situations in which there is clearly inconsistency between RCRA and specific mandates imposed under another statute. Furthermore, while RCRA’s imminent citizen-suit provision authorizes injunctive relief, it does not allow courts to provide monetary damages or awards of restitution in creating equitable relief. The statute’s allowance for costs of litigation to the prevailing party may somewhat mitigate these potential financial burdens.

As with most environmental cases, a primary concern for section 7002 litigants is whether a court will find that the plaintiffs have standing. Courts have typically raised significant concerns about climate change cases “because the non-localized nature of global warming raises greater concerns of injury, causation, and redressability than [traditional] suits.” Causation, in particular, hinders such suits because numerous entities emit greenhouse gases, which makes determining a specific emitter to hold responsible all but impossible. Lawsuits against refineries and energy producers for their contributions to climate change have similarly failed on this ground. But unlike general emissions cases, RCRA climate change adaptation claims will be tied to specific
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142 See, e.g., Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 523–25 (2007) (noting this difficulty). While Massachusetts v. EPA suggested that a “meaningful contribution” to the pollution would suffice, id. at 525, lower courts have struggled to define what is necessary to show a meaningful contribution, see Amigos Bravos v. U.S. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 816 F. Supp. 2d 1118, 1135–36 (D.N.M. 2011).
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failures of a specific facility, avoiding the problems of injury and causation. Although courts may limit citizen suits to situations in which “there is a reasonable prospect that a serious, near-term threat to human health or the environment exists,”144 the effects of climate change, as discussed above, are occurring now.145

An additional challenge for suits under section 7002 is providing sufficient proof of endangerment. While plaintiffs are not required to quantify the danger posed,146 to survive a motion to dismiss, a complaint must show that there is some insufficiency in a facility’s planning. CLF’s complaint against ExxonMobil, for example, explained the layout of the facility, the precise fuel and materials stored in the facility, the number of employees involved, the language of the facility’s “Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan,” federal flood maps, and information from ExxonMobil’s own memoranda.147

Perhaps the greatest challenge for climate change adaptation suits to succeed under section 7002 is the double-edged sword of government action. These RCRA suits may have the beneficial effect of encouraging federal attention to climate change adaptation, but once the government acts on a particular endangerment, citizen suits are barred.148 This played out in Supporters to Oppose Pollution, Inc. v. Heritage Group.149 A citizens’ group filed under section 7002 to target a creditor of a waste facility that continued to violate RCRA despite EPA action compelling remediation efforts.150 The Seventh Circuit concluded that even though the EPA had yet to succeed in forcing complete cleanup of the facility, the citizens’ group could not maintain its suit against the different but related defendant.151 A legitimate worry, then, exists that under this standard an EPA that is not dedicated to climate change adaptation152 may simply provide requirements for climate change adaptation plans that are inadequate, weakly enforced, or both, but would still preclude action under RCRA. Plaintiffs could rely on the statutory language of section 7002 requiring that the government is “diligently prosecuting”

144 Me. People’s All. v. Mallinckrodt, Inc., 471 F.3d 277, 279 (1st Cir. 2006) (emphasis added).
145 See, e.g., supra notes 7–13 and accompanying text.
147 Complaint, supra note 68, ¶¶ 34–69, 80–81, 97–160.
149 973 F.2d 1320 (7th Cir. 1992).
150 Id. at 1322.
151 Id. at 1323–24 (“Notice that this statute refers to an action to ‘require compliance with such permit [or] regulation’ — not an action against the private party’s chosen adversary, but an action to require compliance.” Id. at 1323 (alteration in original) (quoting § 6972(b)(1)(B)).
an action in order for there to be a preclusive effect. But given the generally deferential attitude of the judiciary to agencies, it is unlikely that such arguments would have great force.

V. CONCLUSION

Litigation has become a valuable, though not often successful, tool to push for climate change mitigation. Citizen suits have allowed environmental groups both to engage local populations and to seek the protection of environmental interests. Several lawsuits have sought recognition that governments have an obligation under public trust doctrine to protect the environment through greenhouse gas regulations. But while these lawsuits are often novel and promising as means to secure regulation of greenhouse gas emissions, they do little to help environmental justice communities avoid bearing an outsized portion of climate change’s harm. Rebuilding vulnerable areas after climate change–caused disasters is one necessary step, but requiring facilities threatening public health and the environment to account for climate change in their planning is also essential.

One underused arrow in the quiver of groups desiring climate change adaptation is RCRA. The law’s preventative focus and unique citizen-suit provision provide a means for compelling private preparation. And section 7002 also would protect communities that are most susceptible to those effects. After all: “[P]ollution will not be stopped by people who are not being polluted. If environmental degradation is stopped, it will be stopped by its victims.” This statement by Luke Cole in 1992 was meant to express the importance of engaging with communities most affected by environmental harms in any effort to achieve environmental justice. As irreversible climate change looms, Cole’s sentiment has continued force. If the worst effects of climate change are to be stopped, they will be stopped by its victims. The role of lawyers will be to empower these communities, and RCRA section 7002 provides one means to do so.
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